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Significance: Facility No. 216 was built as a casualty station as a direct reaction to the 
attack of Pearl Harbor on December 7, 1941. Casualty stations were a 
category of splinter-proof shelters, built to provide quick treatment to 
victims during an attack. The military installations in Hawaii are the only 
known locations of this type of construction. This building is a 
contributing property to the Pearl Harbor National Historic Landmark. 

Description: Facility No. 216 is located in the Naval Station area, at the edge of the 
Hale Alii neighborhood and near a World War II barracks -- Facility No. 
193. There is a sidewalk, plus a strip of palm trees and grass, along its 
Hale Alii Avenue (south) side. An asphalt-paved parking area abuts the 
north foyer. There is a small lawn area on the west end and a larger one 
to the east. A group of plumeria trees has been planted near the 
northeast corner. 

Facility No. 216 is a single-story building constructed of reinforced 
concrete (foundations, floor, walls, and roof). The original drawings show 
that it has perimeter foundation walls, of the same thickness as the 
building walls. Under the columns, along the central east-west axis line, 
are the only parts of the foundation with spread footings. The building 
has a flat roof with built-up roofing and metal gravel stops at the roof/wall 
intersections. There is no roof overhang except in the northeast corner. 
The footprint of Facility No. 216 is basically rectangular, with three small 
projections. These three rectangular projections have slightly lower roofs 
than the main part of the building. The main rectangle measures 42'-0" x 
108'-0". The three projecting foyers, centered at the north and south 
sides and on the east end of the building, originally contained air locks as 
protection from gas attacks. Another entrance, with air lock, was built in 
the northwest corner of the main rectangle. The roofs of the foyers are 
8'-6" high, while the roof of the main building is 10'-6" high. The 
measurements of a rectangle enclosing the entire building, including the 
foyers, are 65'-0" x 119'-0". 
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The exterior walls of Facility No. 216 are 1'-1" thick and the roof is 1'-0" 
thick. The building has no windows. The doors at the entrances/exits to 
the building are not the original ones. Drawings show the original gas
proof metal doors on both sides of the airlocks have been removed. The 
1942 floor plan shows there were four entry/exit vestibules, which had 
exterior openings but no doors, then an air lock room between each 
vestibule and the main part of the building. This set of spaces, the 
vestibule and airlock, will be termed "foyer" in the following description. 
The two vestibules originally designated as entrances are located near 
the east and west ends of the building, but both originally opened to the 
north. The foyer on the eastern side, containing an entry vestibule and air 
lock, measures 26'-9" x 11 '-0" in plan. This foyer is the only one with a 
cantilevered roof extension (3'-10" x 11 '-0" and 6"-thick) over the entrance 
opening. Now a glazed door has been installed at the plane of the foyer 
wall. The western entrance is at the northwest corner of the building; its 
original entry vestibule and airlock room were within the main rectangle 
but have been greatly altered, sometime after 1999. In the original 
opening, flush with the north wall, a metal mesh panel has been installed 
over a concrete curb. A new opening has been cut on the west wall, and 
a flush metal door placed in it. The projecting foyers on the north and 
south sides were originally designated as exits. The north side foyer 
measures 25'-0" x 11 '-0" in plan. Here a modern door has been installed 
flush with the west wall of the foyer. On the south foyer, the original 
opening to the exit vestibule remains, and the recessed door is not 
visible. The footprint of this southern projection measures 26'-0" x 12'-0". 
The original plan showed it contained two additional rooms plus a 
passage to the foyer spaces; thus, this entry vestibule and airlock were 
smaller than those in the other three foyers. Another doorway, with 
double metal doors, is near the center of the building's west wall. This is 
the opening to the former boiler room, which was designed to be isolated 
from the other areas of the casualty station by splinterproof interior walls. 

There are several of the original splinterproof ventilators, rising 2'-0" 
above the roof; however, most have been replaced by newer roof vents, 
or altered by the addition of various vents or mechanical equipment on 
top of them. The reinforced concrete caps of these protected ventilators 
typically measure 1 '-2" x 1 '-2" in plan and are 1 '-0" thick, supported at 
each corner and with 6" overhangs on each side. Air can flow, in a 
convoluted path, through openings between the cap overhangs and the 
roof, and then over the 6"-high curbs around the vent openings in the 
roof. Despite this complex air flow pattern, the original ventilator design 
probably worked fine during the normal strong trade winds. The 
replacement or additional equipment no doubt provides additional air 
exchange during periods with little or no breeze. Numerous ground
mounted air conditioning units sit on three sides of the building. Various 
light fixtures and utility boxes are attached to the exterior. 
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While the exterior has undergone relatively minor changes, the interior 
has been extensively altered. No interior field work or photographs for 
this project were possible due to security considerations. Renovation 
drawings from 1972 and photos taken in 1980 indicate the extent of 
interior changes from the original layout. The 1972-1980 changes are 
discussed in the history section, but earlier and later alterations have not 
been documented in photos or drawings. 

Historical Context: See HABS No. Hl-390 for an overview of Pearl Harbor's splinterproof 
facilities, including casualty stations. HABS reports have also been 
prepared for three other casualty stations at the installation. HABS No. 
Hl-470 has information on a "Type B" station (Facility No. 207). HABS 
No. Hl-186 discusses Facility No. 681, which is labeled as "Type B" on 
historic photos, but as "Type A" on its drawings. HABS No. Hl-498 was 
done for another "Type A" Casualty Station (Facility No. 213), but this 
building looks quite different due to the addition of a wooden second 
story. 

Pearl Harbor's largest Casualty Station (Facility No. 160), measuring 
approximately 165' x 70', was built in Naval Housing Area 1 during the 
war. On a 1942 location drawing (no. OA-N9-586) and in the title block of 
several drawings of the building (nos. OA-N9-577 to -579) it is labeled as 
a "Type B" Casualty Station, although it is categorized as a "Type A" 
Casualty Station on a Navy 1945 buildings list (Bureau of Yards and 
Docks 1945: 1073) and on a 1943 map (Fourteenth Naval District 1943). 
Two drawings (nos. OA-N4-4569 and OA-N4-4570) of Facility No. 160 
show that it was converted about 1946 into a shop and science building at 
the Pearl Harbor School, now Pearl Harbor Kai Elementary. 

Facility No. 216 was built as a "Type A" splinterproof casualty station in 
late 1942 or early 1943. Original plans for the building are dated October 
12, 1942. The building was one of seven "under the cognizance of the 
Yard Medical Officer [which] were fully equipped and ready for immediate 
use" in the early part of 1943 (U.S. Navy [1945]). 

The name V. Oort is on the "Arch. or Engr" line of the original drawings. 
The initials V.O. are also seen on drawings for several other casualty 
station and bombproof buildings built at Pearl Harbor during WWII. Jozef 
Bernardus Aloysius Van Oort was the "chief architect of the Navy ... at 
Pearl Harbor. He was in charge of all architectural operations throughout 
World War II and the Korean War, retiring in 1958" (Honolulu Advertiser 
1990). Van Oort was born in Zwolle, Holland about 1893, and received 
his architectural degree in that country, before moving to the United 
States in 1923. He lived in California and did architectural work for the 
U.S. Government in the early 1930s, before being recruited in 1935 by 
the Army Air Corps to come and "be the chief architect for the design of 
Hickam field. . . . After completion of the Hickam project in 1939 he 
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worked for the U.S. Army Corps of Engineers for a while .... [then] went 
to work for the Navy" (Spitzer 2005). In addition to his work for the 
military in Hawaii, he also designed 40 buildings for the Catholic Church, 
including some on the outer islands (Honolulu Advertiser 1990). This 
prolific architect died at age 97. 

Facility No. 216 was built as a direct reaction to the Japanese attack of 
December 7, 1941. It was one of the many emergency defense 
structures erected in response. 

Immediately after the December 7 attack, the construction 
program at Pearl Harbor slackened briefly while a large 
portion of the contractor's personnel and equipment were 
engaged in rehabilitation work and emergency defense 
measures (Bureau of Yards and Docks 1947: 122). 

In 1943 Facility No. 216 was located between seven large Receiving 
Barracks (Facility Nos. 190 through 196) and two Bachelor Officer's 
Quarters (Facility Nos. 186 and 237, the latter under construction). 
Nearby were at least six arched-type splinterproof air raid shelters (no 
facility numbers), according to a map of that date (U.S. Navy 1943). The 
concrete buildings (shelters and casualty station) provided protection for 
the occupants of the wooden buildings in the area. This splinterproof 
casualty station and the air raid shelters were designed to safeguard 
against bullets or small projectiles during an attack as well as against the 
"splinters" from large bombs (their shrapnel and other debris sent flying 
by the blast). The casualty station could treat casualties while protecting 
them and the medical staff. 

In addition to being splinterproof, Facility No. 216 was designed to be gas 
proof. This means that there were gaskets and seals on all the doors and 
the air supplied to the inside was purified and pressurized. Most of the 
gas protection was provided by the air locks at the entries and exits. 
Each airlock had two special gas-proof doors. Each was a 1-3/4" thick 
metal-covered door, measuring 3'-8" x 6'-8", with a gas-proof round glass 
pane (approximately 6" diameter). The airlocks in the main entry and exit, 
as well as the undressing room and receiving ward, had "collective 
protectors," which performed the functions of purifying and pressuring the 
air. Some of these machines also had an air blast mechanism. The blast 
of purified air "removed loose vapors from clothing, reducing the amount 
of gas carried into the protected space. The contaminated air was drawn 
back into the collector and refiltered" (Smith 1999: 82). 

The 1942 drawings indicated that all interior partition walls were built of 
W' plywood on 2" x 4" studs. The original interior of Facility No. 216 
included a large receiving ward holding 32 beds. This room, with a wash
off pit in one corner, occupied most of the north side of the main rectangle 
of the building. The larger rooms on the south side were an undressing 
room, another room for washing and bleach treatment, then one for 
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dressing, with new clothes obtained from the adjacent clothes storage 
room, and an operating room. The latter room had two operating tables 
and an operating set up table. There were also several smaller rooms 
and spaces, including a dark room, sterilizing room, doctor's room, 
nurses' station, bathrooms, and utility room. There was an additional 
interior airlock between the undressing room and the washing and bleach 
treatment room. The main entrance, at the east side, was equipped with 
a faucet and footbath at the vestibule entry. The large airlock at this end 
had a door into both the receiving ward, and into the undressing room on 
the south side. 

The boiler room on the west end of the building was not connected to any 
of the treatment spaces, and the interior walls that separated it from the 
rest of the building were 1 '-1" thick concrete, like the exterior walls. It 
originally had a pair of laminated wood-frame doors, each leaf measuring 
8'-0" x 8'-0". The air in the boiler room was not filtered or pressurized. 
The 1942 drawing of the boiler room shows there was an 18" diameter 
stack, either 40' or 46' tall, over the main piece of machinery. The date of 
removal of this stack and of the machinery inside is not known. 

The floor levels in the receiving ward's wash off pit and in the shower 
area of the washing and bleach treatment room were depressed 4" below 
the level of the floor slab in other areas of the building to contain run off. 
Sometime after WWII these lower floors and the footbath recess at the 
east entry were brought to the same level as the rest of the building. 

Few of the changes to the building over the decades since WWII have 
been documented in drawings at the Plan Files of the Naval Facilities 
Engineering Command, Pacific. In 1945 the use of the building was 
labeled as "Receiving Ship Dispensary" (Fourteenth Naval District 1945). 
It is not clear what alterations were undertaken at the time. By 1951, the 
building was designated a general dispensary on a Navy building list 
(Fourteenth Naval District 1951 ). Despite being a related use, the layout 
for a post-war dispensary would have required several changes. There 
was need for additional parking, and a 1948 paving plan indicates that 
was done soon after WWII. Only a few of the early post-war changes are 
suggested by the 1972 renovation drawings, whose floor plan can be 
compared to the 1942 floor plan (see reduced versions of both in this 
report). Some time before 1972, three doctor's examining cubicles plus a 
room outside these cubicles had been created in the east end of the 
receiving ward (since they are shown as existing on the 1972 plan). Most 
of the western end of the ward was left as one large room, but a room 
was created in the area of the wash-off pit. Similarly, the nurses' station 
had been removed and other walls near the center of the former receiving 
ward had been built at unknown dates. 

The 1972 renovation entailed the following changes to the building. 
Another exam room was created in the western end of the former 
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receiving ward, and a new air-conditioning unit was installed in the corner 
where there was originally a supply cabinet. Cabinets inside the adjacent 
airlock were also removed. A new lead-lined X-ray room was created, 
using a slightly bigger area than the original wash pit and doctor's room. 
In the place of the original private bathroom for the doctor, a darkroom 
and small toilet room were built. In that drawing it is clear that alterations 
had been made in this area prior to 1972. An area for "Health Records/ 
Administration," including a corner for X-ray film filing and viewing, was 
created from the original operating and sterilizing rooms. The wall 
between those two rooms, along with the abutting original scrub sinks and 
cabinet, were removed. The small toilet rooms and janitor's rooms near 
the center of the south side were redesigned. The former washing and 
bleach treatment area, and its airlock, were partitioned into a laboratory, 
pharmacy, and waiting room, and all the original cabinets and counters 
here removed. The original dressing room became the emergency room. 
The large entry airlock on the east end was divided by a counter into a 
reception area and control room. 

The 1978 Pearl Harbor Historic Preservation Plan lists the building's use 
as "Signals Security" (Naval Facilities Engineering Command, Pacific 
Division 1978: A-13). This is similar to the building's current name -
Communications Security. The original change in use from a dispensary 
may have been made with minimal interior alteration. However, in 1980 
major alterations were proposed to use the building as "an electronic 
equipment maintenance laboratory, which was to be the centralized 
maintenance facility for all shore-based equipment in the Pearl Harbor 
area" (Eber 1980). Photos attached to that 1980 letter show that several 
interior doors had been removed and only door frames remained at that 
date. Large mechanical equipment occupied the corners of several 
rooms. No drawings have been found showing alterations to the building 
after 1972. 

The drawings for this building are on microfiche cards at the Plan Files of 
the Naval Facilities Engineering Command, Pacific under numbers l-N06-
293, l-N06-217 through l-N06-225, and 7001242 through 7001248. Two 
site drawings of the vicinity are also there: a 1943 drawing of the utilities 
in the area (drawing 484) and a 1948 paving plan (drawing l-N1-293). 

Bureau of Yards and Docks 
1945 Public Works of the Navy, Data Book, Buildings (NAVDOCKS 

P-164). In Navy Department Library, Navy Yard, Washington, 
D.C. 
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Bureau of Yards and Docks and the Civil Engineering Corps, 
1940-1946, Volume II. U.S. Government Printing Office: 
Washington, D.C. 

Eber, R.D. 
1980 Letter from U.S. Navy Facilities Engineer dated May 13, 1980 

to Mr. Douglas Griffin, Acting Chief, National Architectural and 
Engineering Record, Heritage Conservation and Recreation 
Service, U.S. Department of the Interior, concerning the 1980 
alterations to Building 216. Eight photographs dated 20 
February 1980 attached. Copy of letter in Pearl Harbor 
binders at State Historic Preservation Division. 

Fourteenth Naval District 
1943 Naval Housing Area I, Pearl Harbor, Oahu, T.H., Showing 

Conditions on 30 June 1943. Drawing no. OA-N1-707. In 
Naval Facilities Engineering Command Archives, Port 
Hueneme, California. 

1945 Pearl Harbor, Oahu, T.H., Showing Conditions on 30 June 
1945. Structure List is Drawing no. 1-N 1-225. Frame 64 on 
microfilm roll 1042, in RG 71, at National Archives II, College 
Park, Maryland. 

1951 Pearl Harbor, Oahu, T.H., Showing Conditions on 30 June 
1951. Structure List is Drawing no. 1-N1-322. Provided by 
Chester Muraoka of Degaussing Station. 

Honolulu Advertiser 
1990 Obituary for Jozef B. A. Van Oort. Honolulu Advertiser, Aug. 

19, 1990, p. A32, col. 4. 

Naval Facilities Engineering Command, Pacific Division 
1978 U.S. Naval Base, Pearl Harbor, National Historic Landmark, 

Historic Preservation Plan. Prepared for Commander, U.S. 
Naval Base, Pearl Harbor. 

Smith, Bolling W. 
2004 "Note, Gas!" Coast Defense Journal, Vol. 13, No. 3, 80-82. 

Spitzer, Allan 
2005 E-mail dated October 21, 2005 from grandson of Jozef Van 

Oort to Ann Yoklavich of Mason Architects. 
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U.S. Navy 
1943 Navy Yard, Pearl Harbor, T.H. Showing Conditions on June 

30, 1943. Map no. l-N1-167. Filed under RG 71 #1400-3-124, 
Cartographic Section, National Archives 11, College Park, 
Maryland. 

[1945] Pearl Harbor Navy Yard. Typewritten, unpaginated report in 
eight chapters, including 14 pp on Medical Department. In 
Robert F. Walden Collection at Hawaii and Pacific Room, 
Hamilton Library, University of Hawaii at Manoa. 

Project Information: Commander Navy Region (COMNAVREG) Hawaii has embarked on a 
program of documentation of historic properties within its area of 
responsibility, with the goal of recording historic information about each 
property and establishing its context of significance. This information will 
assist COMNAVREG Hawaii in the appropriate management of these 
properties, be it routine repair and maintenance for continuing use, 
rehabilitation for continuing use I adaptive reuse, or demolition. At this 
time, specific action that may affect this facility has not been determined. 
This report was prepared under a Historic Preservation Services contract 
(N62742-97-D-3502) awarded to AMEC Earth and Environmental, the 
prime contractor, by the U.S. Navy, Naval Facilities Engineering 
Command. The contract was funded through the Cultural Resources 
Program of COMNAVREG Hawaii. The photographic documentation was 
undertaken by David Franzen, of Franzen Photography. Location maps 
were made by Nestor Beltran of NAB Graphics. Between 1999 and 2001, 
the field work was done and the draft of this report was written by Dot 
Dye, AMEC Earth & Environmental, Inc. The report was rewritten in 2005 
by Mason Architects, Inc. 

Prepared by: Mason Architects, Inc. 
119 Merchant St., Suite 501 
Honolulu, HI 96813 

Date of Final Report: October 2005 

AMEC Earth & Environmental, Inc. 
3375 Koapaka Street, Suite F251 
Honolulu, HI 96819 
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Portion of Drawing No. 1-N06-218, dated October 12, 1942 (floor plan) 
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Portion of Drawing No. l-N06-219, dated October 12, 1942 (elevations} 
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Portion of Drawing No. 1-N06-219, dated October 12, 1942 (sections) 
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Portion of Drawing No. 7001242, dated January 31, 1972 (renovation floor plan) 
(note that orientation is rotated 180 degrees from 1942 plan) 
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